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Chemical ordering phenomena in 

nanostructured FePt: Monte Carlo Simulations 

S. Brodackaa, M. Kozlowskia,  R. Kozubskia, Ch. Goyhenexb, G.E. Murchc 

Free-surface-induced L10 chemical long-range ordering phenomena in a nanolayer, a nanowire and a 

cubic nanoparticle of FePt were studied by means of Monte Carlo simulations. The system was modeled 

with nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor interatomic pair interactions deduced from ab initio 

calculations. The generated samples, the dimensionality of which was determined by appropriate 

periodic boundary conditions imposed upon the generated supercells, were initially either perfectly 

ordered in the c-variant L10 superstructure ((001)-oriented monatomic planes), or completely disordered 

in the fcc crystalline structure.  Vacancy-mediated creation of equilibrium atomic configurations was 

modelled by relaxing the systems at temperatures below the ‘order-disorder’ transition point using the 

Glauber algorithm implemented with the vacancy mechanism of atomic migration. The (100)-type-

surface-induced heterogeneous nucleation of L10-order domains was observed and quantified by means 

of an original parameterization enabling selective determination of volume fractions of particular L10- 

variants. Due to the specific competition between the three kinds of (100)-type free surfaces, the initial 

c-L10 variant long-range order appeared to be the most stable in the cubic nanoparticle. The initially 

disordered samples were transformed by the creation of a specific L10 domain structure with a mosaic of 

particular L10-variant domains at the surfaces and  almost homogeneous long-range order in the inner 

volume. The analysis of correlation effects revealed that chemical ordering was initiated at the free 

surfaces. 
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Introduction 

Nanostructured L10 ordered intermetallics such as 

FePt, FePd, CoPt, have attracted interest for several 

decades due to their magnetic properties (technology 

of high density storage media) and to their surface 

activity (catalysis). In parallel, the intensive 

development of experimental and computational 

techniques has enabled the traditional studies of 

materials to approach the atomistic scale and has 

opened a wide field for carrying out studies by means 

of physical methods.  

The structural origin of the attractive properties of 

the alloys (first investigated in thin (nano) films and 

later in nanoparticles) is their L10 superstructure 

(Figure 1). Studies of the effect of 

nanostructurization (dimensionality, particle shape 

etc.) on the chemical order have been particularly 

well developed in this structure. 
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Figure 1 Scheme of the L10 superstructure of FePt: (�) Fe atoms, 

(�) Pt atoms. The (100), (010) and (001) orientations of the 

sequences of alternate Fe and Pt monatomic planes define the a-, 

b- and c-variants of the L10 superstructure.  

 

The related literature of the last decade covers both 

experimental and theoretical (modeling) papers. Sato 

et al. [1,2] reported a low degree of L10 chemical 

long-range-order (LRO) in 12 nm FePt particles 

fabricated by electron-beam evaporation and 

annealed for 24 h at 873 K. The critical size of 2 nm 

for L10 ordering of FePt particles was determined by 

Miyazaki et al. [3], who remarked, however, that 

because of thermal noise, no magnetic stability 

should be expected in arrays built from such small 

particles. A decrease of the degree of LRO with a 

decrease of FePt particle size was confirmed by Rong 

et al. [4]. The most recent experimental studies of 

chemical ordering in nanostructured FePt were 

devoted to Zn-doped nanowires [5] and to 

nanoparticles with a diverse Pt concentration [6]. In 

both cases, the effect of composition on the stability 

of chemical and magnetic order was investigated. 

Effects of L10 chemical ordering in FePt 

nanoparticles have been modeled both at the 

atomistic and mesoscopic scales. Chepulskii et al. 

[7,8] performed extensive Monte Carlo simulations 

implemented with interatomic pair potentials 

evaluated  by way of ab-initio calculations for FePt. 

The L10 superstructure was generated even in 

particles 3.5 nm in size. The superstructure decayed 

with increasing temperature showing an order-

disorder transition of a continuous character. The 

phenomenon was also observed in the simulations 

performed later by Yang et al. [9] who concluded 

that most of the nanostructure-induced effects such as 

the size dependence of the volume-averaged long-

range order parameters and ordering temperatures, as 

well as the continuous nature of the ordering 

transition, are due to surface disordering. A 

considerable contribution to the modeling of ordering 

phenomena in FePt nanoparticles has been due to 

Mueller and Albe [10,11], who performed Monte 

Carlo (MC) simulations of FePt particles modeled 

with nearest-neighbor (nn) and next-nearest-

neighbour (nnn) atomic pair interactions adjusted to 

the Fe-Pt bulk phase diagram and experiments on 

surface segregation of FePt thin films. Simulation of 

particles with regular truncated octahedral shape and 

with stoichiometric and off-stoichiometric 

composition revealed a strong effect of surface 

segregation (in off-stoichiometric samples) on the 

ordering phenomena [10]. The study was later 

repeated and extended for initially disordered 

stoichiometric FePt particles with and without a 

substrate. The simulations showed that fast 

nucleation of ordered domains occurred on (100) 

facets, but was then retarded in the particle volume 

[11]. In parallel with Mueller and Albe, Li et al. [12] 

modeled the size-effect on chemical ordering in a 

series of B2, L10 and L12 nanoparticles. Using a 

Bragg-Williams-type model they showed that the 

superstructure stability is strongly sensitive not only 

to the size, but also to the shapes of nanoparticles. 

Recently, by implementing the MC algorithm with 

effective classical spin Hamiltonian, Lyberatos et al. 

[13] found specific finite size scaling relations for the 

temperature variation of the specific heat and 

longitudinal susceptibility in FePt nanoparticles. 

Regarding the most recent literature in the field, 

Shuaidi Zhang et al. [14] developed a classical 

thermodynamic model for the order-disorder 

transition kinetics in FePt nanoparticles. They found 

a size limit for ordering and concluded that the 

elimination of antiphase boundaries considerably 

hinders the process in nanoparticles. The Phase Field 

technique was, in turn, used by Yamakawa et al. [15] 

in the study of the stability of surface composition in 

various Pt-based alloy nanoparticles considered for 

application as catalysts in fuel cell technology. 

As already mentioned, the attractive magnetic 

properties (high magnetic anisotropy) of the 

nanostructured L10-ordering intermetallics are 

strictly correlated with the geometry of their 

superstructure. The potential key application of the 

intermetallics in the technology of high density 
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magnetic storage media depends critically on the 

preparation of stable nanolayers or nanoparticle 

matrices showing an off-plane direction of the easy 

magnetization. Thus, the intermetallic nanolayers or 

nanoparticles should exhibit a stable L10 chemical 

long-range order with monatomic planes oriented in 

parallel to the layer/matrix surface. Hence, it is  

striking that among hundreds of publications devoted 

to diverse aspects of the effect of nanostructurization 

on chemical ordering in L10 intermetallics  very few 

(if any) papers dealt with a question of the orientation 

(variant) of the generated L10 superstructure.   

The present paper attempts to fill this information 

gap. It reports on new results of atomistic modelling 

of the stability and homogeneity of the L10 

superstructure in nanolayers, nanowires and 

nanoparticles of  FePt.   

Carrying out extensive atomistic MC simulation 

studies on chemical ordering kinetics in FePt 

nanolayers we noticed and described in detail the 

effect of selective surface-induced destabilization of 

the L10 superstructure variants in FePt layers [16-

18,20,21].  It was demonstrated that the (100)-type 

free surfaces limiting the layers destabilize the L10 

superstructure variants with monatomic 

crystallographic planes of the same orientation – i.e. 

parallel to the surface. Consequently, a (001)-

oriented FePt layer initially homogeneously ordered 

in the c-L10 variant (see Figure 1) transforms into a 

mosaic of a- and b-L10 variant antiphase domains 

(APD). In view of the previous remarks, this 

phenomenon is definitely parasitic from the point of 

view of magnetic storage technology. Although, after 

having revealed the effect by simulations, we 

observed it experimentally in the case of the annealed 

FePd layers [17] and in the annealed FePt multilayers 

deposited epitaxially on MgO [19], it has never been 

reported by other authors investigating theoretically 

or experimentally the L10 ordering intermetallics 

with high magnetic anisotropy. 

We showed that the a- and b-L10 variant APDs 

nucleated heterogeneously on the (001) free surface 

of a FePt layer and then grew inward into the 

material with a specific fluctuating kinetics [18]. The 

result yielded first by the MC simulation of a rigid 

lattice  Ising model of FePt with nn and nnn 

interatomic pair interactions [16,18] was perfectly 

reproduced by hybrid Monte Carlo/Molecular Statics 

(MC/MS) simulations implemented with Analytic 

Bond Order Potentials (ABOP) dedicated to FePt and 

accounting for tetragonal distortion effects [20,21]. 

The above results obtained for FePt layers allowed 

the anticipation of interesting effects to occur in FePt 

nanostructures (nanowires and nanoparticles) limited 

by more than two surfaces. In view of the 

technological interest not only in magnetic 

nanolayers, but also in the matrices of nanoparticles 

it is important to examine the possible influence of 

the nanostructure geometry on the stability of the 

homogeneous L10 superstructure in FePt. 

Methodology 

The Monte Carlo (MC) simulations – the tool of the 

present study, belong to a widely used class of 

computational algorithms for simulating the behavior 

of various physical and mathematical systems. They 

are distinguished from other simulation methods 

(such as Molecular Dynamics) by being stochastic, 

that is nondeterministic in some manner. The MC 

simulations found extremely successful application in 

statistical thermodynamics providing approximate 

techniques for the evaluation of macroscopic 

parameters (observables). This is achieved by means 

of so called ‘importance sampling’ techniques  based 

on the stochastic theory of Markov chains.  The 

‘translation’ of the analytical methods of Statistical 

Thermodynamics into MC techniques was mostly 

due to Kurt Binder. The references to his numerous 

works can be found in a recent monograph 

summarizing the basic ideas and perspectives of 

Statistical Thermodynamics by MC simulations [22]. 

In the basic study a cubic supercell of FePt 

containing 40×40×40 fcc unit cells (256 000 lattice 

sites) was generated. The lattice sites were occupied 

by equal numbers of Fe and Pt atoms either arranged 

in a perfect c-variant L10 superstructure (Figure 1), or 

distributed at random.  

A bulk sample and particular nanostructures of FePt 

were simulated by imposing specific Periodic 

Boundary Conditions (PBC) upon the supercell – as 

shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1 Geometries of PBC imposed on the supercells to 

generate particular FePt nanostructures 

Sample PBC 

bulk 3D PBC in [100], [010] and 
[001] directions 

(001)-oriented 40 unit cell 

(ca. 15 nm) – thick nanolayer 

2D PBC in [100] and [010] 

directions 

Figure_table1a.tiff 

[100]-oriented 40×40 unit cell 

(ca. 15×15 nm2) – thick 

nanowire  

1D PBC in [100] direction 

Figure_table1b.tiff 

Ca. 15×15×15 nm3 nanocube 

built of 40×40×40 fcc unit 

cells 

No PBC 

Figure_table1c.tiff 

 

The lattice sites of the supercells were occupied by 

equal numbers of Fe and Pt atoms either arranged in 

a perfect c-variant L10 superstructure (Figure 1), or 

distributed at random.  

A single vacancy was introduced in the supercell by 

emptying a lattice site selected at random. An Ising-

type model of the FePt system was applied with fixed 
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nn and nnn pair-interaction energies evaluated from 

ab initio calculations and used in our previous papers 

[16-19] (Table 2).  

Table 2 nn and nnn pair interaction energies in FePt [16]. 

Interacting atoms nn interaction 

energy [meV] 

nnn interaction 

energy [meV] 

Fe-Fe 11.45 -1.145 

Fe-Pt -67.05 6.705 

Pt-Pt 85.63 -8.563 

 

In order to test the size effect on the simulated 

properties a (001)-oriented 80 unit cell (ca. 30 nm) -

thick nanolayer, (001)-oriented 20 unit cell (ca. 7.5 

nm) -thick nanolayer, [100]-oriented 20×20 unit cell 

(ca. 7.5×7.5 nm2) -thick nanowire and ca. 

7.5×7.5×7.5 nm3 nanocube built of 20×20×20 fcc unit 

cells were also examined. The samples were 

simulated by imposing PBC of Table 1 on 20 (80) 

unit cell – thick  supercells, which in the case of both 

nanolayers and  the nanowire were cuboidal in order 

to contain 256 000 lattice sites (similarly as in the 

case of the thicker samples). The nanocube 

(simulated with a cubic supercell) contained 32 000 

lattice sites. In the following, the 40-unit-cell-thick 

and 20-unit-cell-thick samples are referred to as 

‘thick’ and ‘thin’ samples, respectively.  

Quasi-equilibrium atomic configurations of the 

systems corresponding to �/�� 	= 0.76, 0.83, 0.89, 

0.95, where � is the current temperature and �� =1575 K  denotes the order-disorder  L10 → A1  

transition  temperature simulated for the bulk FePt, as 

well as their MC-time isothermal evolution were 

simulated  by means of the Glauber MC algorithm 

assuming atomic jumps performed exclusively to nn 

vacancies in the rigid fcc lattice. A single MC step 

consisted of (i) random selection of one particular 

atom among the nearest neighbors of the vacancy and 

(ii) execution or rejection of its jump to the vacancy 

according to the probability Π equal to: 

 

Π = ��	 
− Δ����/ �1 + ��	 
− Δ����� 

Equation 1 

where Δ denotes the change of the system 

configurational energy due to the jump, kB and T 

denote the Boltzmann constant and absolute 

temperature, respectively. 

Such a probability obeys so-called ‘detailed balance’ 

principle which makes it sure that the system evolves 

towards the equilibrium atomic configuration [22]. 

Equal numbers of atoms in the supercells enabled 

comparison of the results obtained for different 

samples within the same MC time. Only in the case 

of the ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ nanocubes, comparison of 

the results required that MC time was rescaled 

proportionally to their sizes. 

The atomic configurations resulting from the 

simulations were quantitatively analysed by 

monitoring two sets of parameters:  

• the LRO parameters ��  defined for 

particular α-L10 superstructure variants and 

varying from 1 (perfect order in the α-L10 

variant) to 0 (random distribution of atoms 

or perfect order in another L10 variant). The ��  parameters were evaluated for particular 

parts of the nanostructures (inner volumes, 

surface areas, edges and vertices). In order 

to minimize the effect of possible L10 

antiphase domains within the particular L10 

variant areas the ��  parameters were 

calculated in cubes built of 2×2×2 fcc unit 

cells and then averaged over the number M 

of the cubes contained in particular 

nanostructure parts: 

 

�� = 1� ×��2 ×���, !��"#
�!��"# − 1�

$

%&'
 

Equation 2 

where ���,%!��"# denotes the number of Pt-

atoms occupying the Pt sublattice sites of 

the i-th cube in the α-L10 variant; �!��"# 
denotes the number of Pt sublattice sites in a 

cube in the α-L10 variant (obviously �!��"# = 16). It should be noted that the 

applied 2×2×2 cubes are the smallest ones 

in which a random distribution of atoms 

yields �� = 0 for each L10 variant.   

In the case of the coexistence of domains 

ordered in different L10 variants the values 

of particular ��  parameters do not yield the 

degree of LRO, but rather reflect the 

volume fractions γα of the variant domains. 

As it is reasonable to assume that at a given 

temperature the equilibrium degree of LRO 

is the same within each L10 variant, the 

following approximation holds: 

 

,� = ��∑ �%%  

Equation 3 

• nn pair correlation parameters associated 

with particular α-L10 variants  and 

calculated in single (hkl)-oriented 

crystallographic planes: 

 

.�!/01# = �23234�,!/01#5
2 × �23423,�,!/01#5

 

Equation 4           
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where: �23!23,�,!/01##
 denotes the number of  

Fe atoms located on the (hkl) 
crystallographic plane and occupying Fe-

sublattice-sites corresponding to the α-L10 

variant; �2323!�,!/01##
 denotes the number of nn 

Fe-Fe pairs selected as follows: one of the 

Fe atoms belongs to the 6�23!23,�,!/01##7 set, 

the other one is its nearest neighbor on the 

(100) plane for α=a, the (010) plane for α=b 

and the (001) plane for α=c.  

The values of .�!/01# corresponding to extreme (fully 

disordered and fully ordered) atomic configurations 

are displayed in Table 3: 

Table 3  .�!/01# values corresponding to extreme atomic 

configurations in the fcc crystalline lattice. 

 Disorder–

random 
distribution of 

atoms 

a-L10 

variant 
LRO 

b-L10 

variant 
LRO 

c-L10 

variant 
LRO 

.8!'99# 2 4 0 0 

.8!9'9# 1 4 0 0 

.8!99'# 1 4 0 0 

.:!'99#  1 0 4 0 

.:!9'9#  2 0 4 0 

.:!99'# 1 0 4 0 

.;!'99# 1 0 0 4 

.;!9'9# 1 0 0 4 

.;!99'# 2 0 0 4 

 

Unlike other papers (see e.g. [9]), in the present work 

the interest was focused on the formation/decay and 

possible interplay between particular L10 variant 

domains and accordingly, the ��  and .�!/01# 
parameters were analysed individually.  

The studies were performed within two principal 

simulation cycles: 

i. Disordering runs: the initial atomic 

configuration of the simulated samples 

corresponded to the perfect chemical order 

in the c-L10 variant (�8 = �: = 0, �; = 1, .8!/01# = .:!/01# = 0, .;!/01# = 4) and 

simulated was the process of disordering at 

four temperatures below �� (see the 

previous section). 

ii. Ordering runs:  the initial atomic 

configuration of the simulated samples 

corresponded to total chemical disorder (a 

random distribution of Fe and Pt atoms, 

(�� = 0, .�!/01# = 1!2#) and the process of 

ordering was simulated at the same 

temperatures as in the previous case. More 

than in the previous case, of interest was the 

kinetics of ordering – i.e. the MC-time 

evolution of the L10 domain structure of the 

samples. 

The equivalence of the formation of particular L10 

variants (a- and b-variants from the initial c-variant 

and any on the a-, b- and c-variants from the 

disordered fcc structure) often resulted in the 

cancelling-out of the effects of interest when 

averaging the parameter values over independent 

simulation runs. This is why the results of single 

simulation runs were mainly analysed and averaging 

(over 30 simulation runs) was performed only for 

checking the above equivalence in particular cases. 

In the following sections, graphs presenting the 

quantitative results of the simulations are illustrated 

by images directly showing the atomic configurations 

of a quarter of (100) section in the middle of the 

supercell body and of a quarter of the (001) oriented 

free surface.  

Results 

Disordering simulation runs 

General properties.  

Figure 2 shows representative examples of the atomic 

configurations generated by 1010 MC steps in the 

simulated ‘thick’ nanolayer, nanowire and nanoparticle of 

FePt at  =/== = >. @A. 
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Figure 2 Atomic configurations in the ‘thick’ samples initially ordered in the c-L10 variant and annealed for 10
10

 MC steps at  �/�� = 0.95. Black and 

white dots represent Fe and Pt atoms, respectively. For the sake of better legibility of the pictures only quarters of the sample  cross sections and 

surfaces are displayed. 

The images should be interpreted by comparing the 

atomic configurations with the initial ones (first row) 

corresponding to the ideal LRO in the c-L10 variant. 

It can be seen that ‘regular’ disordering  
(homogeneous generation of antisite defects) 

proceeded in parallel with heterogeneous nucleation 

and growth of a- and b-L10 variant domains on the 

(001) free surfaces. The effect is the most clearly 

reflected by the definite change of the configuration 

of the originally monatomic (001) surfaces of the 
samples. No particular nucleation and growth effects 

were observed on surfaces with other orientations. 

Further quantitative analysis of the sample 

configurations was, therefore, done separately within 

their inner and surface-affected parts. The first step 

was the evaluation of the average widths of the 
surface-affected parts (determining their sizes) by 

analyzing the profiles of .�!/01#  pair correlations 

(Equation 4). An example of such profiles 

determined for the three FePt nanostructures is 

shown in Figure 3 

 

Figure_3.tiff 

Figure 3 Profiles of .;!99'# calculated in the consecutive (001) planes 

in the nanocube annealed for 10
10

 MC steps at:  �/�� = 0.76 (�), �/�� = 0.83 (�),  �/�� = 0.89 (�) and  �/�� = 0.95 (� ). 

 

According to Table 3 the well-marked edges of .;!99'# close to the free surfaces reflect the 

penetration depth (PD) of the growing domains of a- 

and b-L10 variants. 

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the 

average PD determined in the above way for 

particular nanostructures after 1010 MC steps. 

 

Figure_4.tiff 

Figure 4 Temperature dependence of the growing domain 

penetration depth PD in the simulated FePt nanostructures: ‘thick’ 

(�) and ‘thin’ (�) nanolayer; ‘thick’ (�) and ‘thin’ (�) nanowire;  

‘thick’ (�) and ‘thin’ (�) nanocube. 

The results shown in Figure 4 indicate that the PD of 

the growing a- and b-L10 variant domains was the 

lowest in both FePt nanocubes. This means that a 

large fraction of their volumes was still ordered in the 

c-L10 variant (with �;  decreased due to homogeneous 

generation of antisite defects). There was no 

significant size (thickness) effect on the values of 

PD. At  �/�� 	= 	0.95, however, the PD in the ‘thin’ 

nanolayer and nanowire approached the sample 

thickness, which meant the transformation of the 

entire samples (Figure 5).  

 

nanolayer nanowire nanocube 

Figure_5_a.tiff Figure_5_b.tiff Figure_5_c.tiff 

Figure 5 Atomic configurations of the (100) cross sections of the 

‘thin’ samples initially ordered in the c-L10 variant and annealed for 

10
10

 MC steps at  �/�� = 0.95. Black and white dots represent Fe 

and Pt atoms, respectively. 

Stability of the atomic configurations of the samples. 

As only the inner parts of all the samples remained 

homogeneously ordered in the c-L10 variant the 

configuration stabilization in the annealed samples was 

checked by monitoring the MC-time dependence of the 

LRO parameter GH in the inner parts and of the c-variant 

volume fraction IH	in the PD-thick surface-affected parts 

of the samples. The corresponding graphs are available in 

the ESI‡. 
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While the configurations of the inner parts of all the 

samples were almost stable after 1010 MC steps, a 

continuous linear-like evolution of the L10-variant 

domain structure was still observed in the surface-

affected parts of the nanolayer and nanowire. 

Remarkably, the FePt nanoparticle (nanocube) that 

exhibited the lowest PD of the growing domains of a- 

and b-L10 variants showed good stability of the 

atomic configuration in the entire volume.  

Figure 6 shows the temperature dependences of the  

values of �;  in the inner parts of the ‘thick’ samples 

after 1010 MC steps. 

 

Figure_6.tiff 

Figure 6 Temperature dependences of the  values of �; in the inner 

part of the ‘thick’ nanolayer (�), ‘thick’ nanowire (�) and ‘thick’ 

nanocube (�) after 10
10

 MC steps. 

The ideal coincidence of all the three dependences 

shows that the processes running in the surface-

affected parts of the examined nanostructures had 

negligible influence on the chemical long-range 

ordering in the inner parts. 

Analysis of the L10-variant domain structure. A more 

detailed analysis of the atomic configurations of the 

samples after 1010 MC steps consisted of the 

determination of the volume fractions IJ of the particular 

L10 variant domains (Equation 3) within the 

characteristic surface-affected areas of the samples (Table 

4). 

Table 4 Specification of the selectively analysed surface-affected 

areas of the simulated FePt samples 

 
sample 

Characteristic areas analysed for LRO in 
particular L10 variants 

nanolayer PD-thick layer adjacent to the (001) surface;  

inner part - central layer;   

nanowire PD-thick layer adjacent to the (001) surface;  
PD-thick layer adjacent to the (010) surface; 

[100] oriented PD×PD edge area; 
inner part - [100]-oriented central core  

nanocube PD-thick layer adjacent to the (100) surface;  
PD-thick layer adjacent to the (010) surface; 

PD-thick layer adjacent to the (001) surface;  

[100] oriented PD×PD edge area 

[010] oriented PD×PD edge area 

[001] oriented PD×PD edge area 

PD×PD×PD (111) vertex area 

inner part - central core 

 

An example of the resulting graphs corresponding to 

the ‘thick’ samples is shown in Figure 7 (the full set 

of the graphs may be found in the ESI ‡) 

 

Figure_7.tiff 

 

Figure 7 Temperature dependence of the L10-variant volume 

fractions  ,K  in a single sample of the ‘thick’ nanowire. Inner part: ,8 (�), ,: (�), ,;  (�); layer adjacent to the (010) surface: ,8 

(�),,: (	 ), ,; (
 ); layer adjacent to the (001) surface: ,8 (�),,: 

(�), ,; (); [100] oriented edge area: ,8 (�), ,: (�), ,; (�). 

The volume fractions ,K of the particular L10-variant 

domains in the surface affected areas were almost 

independent of temperature. In the case of the [100]-

oriented nanowire (Figure 7) the a-variant domains 

(with (100)-oriented monatomic planes perpendicular 

to both (010)- and (001)-oriented surfaces) markedly 

dominated at �/�� 	< 	0.95 in the areas adjacent to 

the (001) free surface. On the other hand, the initial 

c-variant clearly dominated in the surface-affected 

areas of both the nanolayer and the nanocube - 

apparently due to the PD being associated with the 

edge of .�!/01# (Figure 3) - and not with, for example, 

the position where it is reduced by 50%. The a- and 

b-variant domains with non-negligible volume 

fractions were observed in all the areas adjacent to 

the (001) surface (Table 4). Remarkably, while one 

of the a- and b-variant domains always definitely 

dominated in particular samples, the values of   ,8   

and  ,:  averaged over 30 independent simulation 

runs resulted in being almost equal.  

Sample volumes that were remote from the (001) free 

surface remained untransformed and still ordered in 

the c-L10 variant. 

The initial c-variant L10 superstructure of the cube 

was favoured by both the (010) and the (100) free 

surfaces, which were thus free of any transformation. 

In general, the c-L10 variant LRO dominated with  ,; > 60% in all parts of the nanocube. The volume 

fractions of the remaining L10 variant domains never 

exceeded 30%.  

The volume fractions  ,;  of the L10 c-variant 

domains calculated for the entire volumes of all the 

three FePt nanostructures after 1010 MC steps are 

traced in Figure 8. It is clear that the nanocube 

sample shows the highest  ,;  over the entire 

temperature range. 

 

Figure_8.tiff 

Figure 8  Temperature dependence of the L10-variant volume 

fractions  ,K  calculated for the entire sample volume. ,8: (�)-

nanolayer, (�)-nanowire, (�)-nanocube; , ,:: (�)-nanolayer, (�)-

nanowire, (�)-nanocube; ,;: (�)-nanolayer, ()-nanowire, (�)-

nanocube. 

 

The L10-variant domain structures generated in the 

‘thin’ samples by 1010 MC steps (109 MC steps in the 

case of the ‘thin’ nanocube) at �/�� 	< 	0.95 were 

similar to those observed in the ‘thick’ samples. In 

agreement with Figure 5, the ‘thin’ nanolayer and 

nanowire contained no c-L10 variant domains (,; =0) after 1010 MC steps at 	�/�� 	= 	0.95. 

We checked for a possible effect of the geometry and 

size of the examined nanostructured samples on the 

atomic configuration of their (001) free surfaces. The 
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values of ,O after 1010 MC steps at  �/�� 	= 	0.95 

were additionally calculated within the 2 fcc unit-

cell-thick layers adjacent to the (001) surfaces. 

Except for the ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ samples, the 80 fcc-

unit-cell-thick layer was also examined as 

approximating a surface-limited bulk. The results 

displayed in Figure 9 indicate that while the 

nanostructure geometry definitely affected the (001) 

free surface configuration, no size effect was 

observed.  

Figure_9.tiff 

Figure 9 L10-variant domain structures of the (001) surfaces of the 

examined FePt nanostructures after 10
10

 MC steps at  �/�� 	=	0.95: ,8 (�,�); ,: (�,�); ,;  (�,�). Solid and open symbols 

correspond to the ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ samples, respectively. The 

values of ,K  were obtained by single simulation runs. 

 

In the case of the nanolayers and the nanowires, the 

(001) surfaces showed a high degree of LRO in one 

of the a- and b-L10-variants. While particular (a- or 

b-) L10 variants appeared at random in the case of 

nanolayers, the [100] orientation of the nanowire 

definitely forced the a-L10 variant LRO on the (001) 

free surface. In contrary to the nanolayers and 

nanowires, the  (001) free surface of the nanocube 

showed a mosaic pattern of domains of all the three 

L10 variants. 

Ordering simulation runs 

Atomic ordering starting from initially disordered 

FePt samples was simulated exclusively at                    �/�� 	 = 	0.95. Images of atomic configurations 

generated in the ‘thick’ samples by 1010 MC steps 

(Figure 10) show well-marked L10-variant domain 

structures with statistically distributed antisite 

defects. The domain structure was specific for the 

particular sample geometries and clearly influenced 

by free surfaces.  

In no case was the (001) free surface monatomic. 

This indicates a- or b-L10 LRO at this surface. The 

configurations of the (100) supercell sections showed 

a single L10 variant LRO disrupted in the vicinity of 

the surfaces. The large single L10-variant areas were, 

however, inhomogeneous and contained antiphase 

domains – as clearly shown in the case of the 

nanowire. 

Quantitative analysis   of the results was carried out 

by calculating the L10-variant volume fractions ,K  

within a sequence of converging shells defined 

specifically for the simulated FePt nanolayer, 

nanowire and nanocube (Table 5) . 
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Figure 10  Atomic configurations in initially disordered ‘thick’ samples annealed for 10
10

 MC steps at �/�� 	= 	0.95. Black and white dots represent 

Fe and Pt atoms, respectively. For the sake of better legibility of the pictures only quarters of the sample  cross sections and surfaces are displayed. 
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Table 5. Geometry of shells defined for the sake of the analysis 

of chemical ordering in initially disordered FePt nanostructures. 

An image of the shells in the nanowire is displayed.  

Sample Shell geometry 

layer Converging consecutive pairs of two-unit-cell-

thick coaxial layers parallel to the free surfaces – 

enumeration starts from the surfaces 

wire Figure_table_5.tiff 

Converging consecutive two-unit-cell-thick 

coaxial shells oriented along the wire [100] axis – 

enumeration starts from the surfaces 

cube Converging consecutive two-unit-cell-thick 

concentric cubic shells – enumeration starts from 

the surfaces 

 

 

Figures 11a-c show the volume fractions  ,K   in the 

consecutive shells of the samples (Table 5) after 1010 

MC steps at	�/�� 	= 	0.95. The data corresponding 

to single simulation runs are presented together with 

those averaged over 30 independent ones. 

 

a) 

 
Figure_11_a.tiff 
 
b) 

 

Figure_11_b.tiff 
 
c) 

Figure_11_c.tiff 
Figure 11 L10-variant volume fractions  ,K against the consecutive 

shell numbers in the initially disordered ‘thick’ FePt nanolayer (a), 

nanowire (b) and nanocube (c) annealed for 10
10

 MC steps at �/�� 	= 	0.95.  ,8: (�)-single sample, (�)-averaged; ,:: (�)-single 

sample, (�)-averaged; ,;: (�)-single sample, (�)-averaged. 

While one particular L10 variant domain definitely 

predominated in the inner volume of each sample, the 

contribution of other variants markedly increased close to 

the free surfaces (This is in agreement with the images 

shown in Figure 10). The systems definitely ‘avoided’ 

ordering in L10 variants with monatomic planes parallel 

to the free surfaces. This resulted in the elimination of the 

c-variant in the layer (Figure 11a) and of the c- and b-

variant in the [100] oriented wire (Figure 11b). No clear 

preference of the variants was observed in the cube 

(Figure 11c) – as follows from the difference between the 

values of  ,K  determined with and without averaging 

over the independent simulation runs. Despite appearing 

at random, the inner α-L10 variant domains showed 

almost the same value of  �� ≈ 0.84 – somewhat lower 

(apparently due to 	,� 	 < 	1) than the value of �;  

estimated in the inner volumes of  the samples initially 

ordered in the c-L10 variant and annealed at �/�� 	=	0.95 (Figure 7). 

The MC time evolution of the L10-variant domain 

structure was studied for the initially disordered 

nanocube at �/�� 	= 	0.95. Assuming that each L10 

variant shows similar LRO kinetics and, 

consequently, Equation 3 is valid even before 

equilibrium is reached, the MC-time dependence of ,�  was monitored in the nanocube shells (Figure 12 

(from a single simulation run)). 

 

Figure_12.tiff 

Figure 12   L10-variant volume fractions  ,K against consecutive shell 

numbers and MC time in initially disordered single ‘thick’ FePt 

nanocube:  (�#,8;  !�#,:; !�#,;. 

Figure_13.tiff 

Figure 13 L10-variant volume fractions  ,K  against consecutive shell 

numbers in initially disordered ‘thick’ FePt nanocube. Data 

averaged over 30 independent simulation runs: (�#,8;  !�#,Q; !�#,; 

While long range atomic ordering in almost one L10-

variant domain developed after about 108 MC steps  

inside the nanocube, the volume adjacent to the free 

surfaces (most external shells)  was still composed of  

roughly equi-sized domains of all the three L10 

variants. Nearly equal volume fractions of all the 

L10-variant domains resulted from averaging the 

results of Figure 12 over 30 independent simulation 

runs (Figure 13). This indicates the equivalence of 

the variants developing inside the cube.  

The same study was performed for the initially 

disordered ‘thin’ FePt nanostructures. No particular 

size effect on the ordering phenomena was observed: 

the images of atomic configurations on the (001) free 

surfaces and the (100)-oriented sections, as well the   ,K distribution over the converging shells were 

similar to those observed in the case of the ‘thick’ 

samples. 

L10 domain structure of the entire surfaces of the 

initially disordered samples corresponded to the 

configuration of the external shells (Table 5). The 

results obtained for both ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ samples 

are displayed in Figure 14. 

Figure_14.tiff 
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Figure 14 L10-variant domain structures of the entire surfaces of the 

initially disordered FePt nanostructures after 10
10

 MC steps at  �/�� 	= 	0.95: ,8 (�,�); ,:  (�,�); ,;  (�,�). Solid and open 

symbols correspond to the ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ samples, respectively. 

The values of ,K were obtained by single simulation runs. 

Similarly as in the case of the samples ininitially 

ordered in the c- L10 variant, the surface 

configurations of the initially disordered samples 

were clearly affected by the nanostructure geometry, 

but showed no size effect. The free surfaces of the 

nanolayers and nanowires were homogeneously 

ordered in the L10 variants with monatomic planes 

oriented in perpendicular. Again, while the nanowire 

surface was always ordered in the a-L10 variant,  

random appearance of the a- and b-variants was 

observed in the nanolayers As such configurations 

were not feasible in the case of the nanocube, its 

surface showed a contribution  of other L10 variants. 

It is interesting to remark that the monatomic planes 

of one particular L10 variant are always oriented in 

perpendicular to four (of the six) surfaces of a 

nanocube. This is why one particular variant always 

effectively dominated in the external shell of the 

nanocube – as visible in Figure 14. 

In the final step of the present study, the 

homo/heterogeneity of L10 ordering in the cube and 

the possible role of the free surfaces as nucleation 

sites for L10 domains was investigated. The 

investigation was performed by calculating the MC-

time-dependent .�!/01# parameters (Equation 4) in 

three sequences of (100)-, (010)- and (001)-oriented 

crystallographic planes stacked in [100]-, [010]- and 

[001]-oriented ‘chimneys’ ranging throughout the 

cube (Figure 15).  

 

Figure_15.tiff 

Figure 15 [010]-oriented ‘chimney’: area for the calculation of .�!9'9# traced in Figure 16. 

The geometry of the ‘chimneys’ eliminated the 

influence of the parallel cube surfaces, so that only 

an effect of surfaces perpendicular to the ‘chimney’ 

axis was observed. Figure 16 shows an example of 

the early-stage MC-time evolution of .�!/01# 
corresponding to the subsequent planes stacked 

inwards the cube starting from the surface.  

It is clearly visible that the gradual decrease of  .:!9'9# from the level of 2 (disordered fcc structure) 

towards lower values (ordering in the a- or c-L10 
variant) was the fastest in the vicinity of the (010) 

surface of the cube. Similar results were obtained for 

the remaining ‘chimney’ orientations and L10 

variants, which shows that the L10-domains 

nucleated preferentially on the free surfaces of the 

simulated cube. In addition, systematic decrease of  .8!'99#, .:!9'9#	and  .;!99'# below the level of 2 

signalises the nucleation and growth of L10 variant 

domains with monatomic planes perpendicular to the 

surfaces of nucleation (in agreement with the 

previous results).  

 

Figure_16.tiff 

Figure 16   .:!9'9# in initially disordered single FePt nanocube 

against the numbers of consecutive (010)-planes in the [010]-

oriented ‘chimney’ shown in Figure 15. (�) 10
4
 MC steps, (�) 10

5
 

MC steps, (�) 5×10
5
 MC steps, (� ) 10

6
 MC steps, (�) 10

7
 MC 

steps. 

 

 

Discussion and Conclusions 

The effect of (100)-oriented-free-surface-induced 

destabilization of L10 superstructure variants with 

monatomic planes parallel to the surface and the 

nucleation and growth of the L10-variant domains 

with monatomic planes perpendicular to the surface  

was previously observed and described for the case 

of a FePt layer [16-21].  The phenomenon was now 

simulated in  FePt nanostructures showing three 

different geometries (dimensionalities): a nanolayer 

(2D) limited by (001)-oriented free surfaces, a [100]-

oriented FePt nanowire (1D) limited by (010)- and 

(001)-oriented free surfaces and a nanocube  limited 

by (110), (010) and (001) free surfaces. The samples 

were modeled with an Ising approximation with nn 

and nnn pair interactions in a rigid fcc lattice. 

It is essential to note that the findings yielded initially 

by MC simulations [16] and undoubtedly being of 

great importance for the magnetic storage technology 

were later on confirmed by experimental 

observations in FePd [17] and FePt [19] layers.  

Detailed analysis [21] revealed that the phenomenon 

is attributed not only to the FePd and FePt layers, but 

its  occurrence is presumed in all AB binaries 
ordering in the L10 superstructure and limited by 

(100)-type free surfaces. It originates from the 

difference between the configurational energies R8S!TUSV#
 and R3SR!TUSV#

 of (100)-type free surfaces 

ordered in L10 variants with the A- and B-monatomic 

planes (see Figure 1) oriented either in parallel, or in 

perpendicular to the surface, respectively. As follows 

from the calculations performed within the Ising 

model [21], with ABOP potentials [21], as well as 

from the ab initio calculations [23], perpendicular 

orientation of the monatomic planes with respect to 
the surface is energetically favourable:  

 ∆!TUSV# = R3SR!TUSV# − R8S!TUSV# < 0 

 

Equation 5 

Within the Ising model (which is applied in the 

present paper) ∆!TUSV# is proportional to the 
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ordering energy in the 1st co-ordination zone (there is 

no effect of the nnn pair interactions): 

 ∆!TUSV#~2YZ�![[# − YZZ![[# − Y��![[# 
 

Equation 6 

where Y% ![[# denote nn pair interactions between i 

and j atoms. 

While the energy gain (Equation 5) stimulates 

nucleation of the favourable L10-variant domains at 

particular surfaces the corresponding total change ∆!�\�# of the configurational energy equals, 

however, a sum of ∆!TUSV# and the positive energy ∆!Z��#of the generated antiphase boundaries (APB) 

between the growing L10-variant domains and the 

matrix. An idealized case of a flat a-variant/c-variant 

APB in FePt was analysed within the Ising model 

[18,21]. It was shown that the applied pair potentials 

(Table 1) yield ∆!�\�# < 0 provided that the surface 

is initially occupied by Fe atoms. 

Hybrid off-lattice MC/MS simulations with ABOP 

potentials dedicated to FePt [20,21] confirmed the 

results obtained by means of rigid lattice MC 

simulations implemented with fixed nn and nnn 

atomic pair interactions [16-18]. It is remarkable that 

although the ordering phenomena simulated by the 

off-lattice MC/MS technique were accompanied by 

lattice strains (caused predominantly by tetragonal 

distortions in the particular L10-variant domains), the 

principal features of the processes resulted similar to 

those observed in the rigid-lattice approach.   The 

only difference was that  ∆!�\�# < 0 resulted at 

surfaces initially occupied by Fe, as well as by Pt 

atoms.  

The above findings justified a return to the simple 

and more efficient technique in the present work.  

A new original statistical method for data analysis 

allowed selective monitoring of nucleation, growth 

and the evolution of nanodomains of particular L10 

superstructure variants, as well as the localization of 

the processes in the sample volume. 

The two cycles of the simulations addressed two 

kinds of processes occurring in real FePt  

nanostructures: (i) the structure evolution when 

annealing samples initially homogeneously ordered 

in the c-L10 variant; (ii) the creation of a L10-type 

superstructure when annealing the completely 

disordered samples. 

In the first case, it was demonstrated that the free 

(100)-type surfaces generally weakened the initial 

homogeneous c-variant L10 long range atomic order. 

Domains of the energetically favorable L10 variants 

nucleated and grew on the surfaces, but the resulting 

domain structure of the sample volume adjacent to 

the surface was specific for the geometries of 

particular samples.  

The observed phenomena were controlled by three 

factors: 

• The energetic unfavorability of the initial c-L10 

variant LRO 

• The energetic favorability of other L10 variants 

• Reduction of the APB density (both between 

the domains of different variants and between 

the antiphase domains within particular 

variants). 

While the first two factors address the free surface 

geometry, the last one reflects a general tendency. 

Nanolayer: Total unfavorability of the c-L10 variant 

LRO (due to two (001)-oriented surfaces) and full 

equivalency of the a- and b-variants led to a mosaic 

pattern of the a- and b-variant domains growing 

inward and finally percolating the layer  (see Figure 5 

and our previous results [16]). Finally, the layer 

evolved towards the monodomain LRO (low APB 

density) in a- or b-L10 variant [18].  

Nanowire: The c-L10 variant was unfavourable for 

two of four free surfaces. On the other hand, the a-

variant was definitely preferable for all free surfaces 

and thus, the wire evolved towards the monodomain 

LRO (low APB density) in a-L10 variant. 

Nanocube: The c-L10 variant was unfavourable for 

only two of six free surfaces. On the other hand, no 

L10 variant was favourable for the entire sample. As 

a consequence, a mosaic of a- and b-L10 variant 

domains nucleated at the initial Fe (001) free surface. 

However, the stability of the initial c-L10 variant 

LRO away from this surface inhibited their growth.  

The free surfaces limiting the nanocube effectively 

stabilized the initial c-variant L10 superstructure. The 

occurrence of this phenomenon is one of the most 

important conclusions of the present study. 

Consequently, when compared with other simulated 

samples, the annealed nanocube showed the highest 

volume fraction of the initial c-L10 variant domains. 

Besides, the L10 domain structure in the nanocube 

was stable not only in the inner volume, but also in 

the surface affected regions (see the ESI). The result 

may be important for the development of the L10 

nanoparticle matrix technology, which would be 

structurally more stable than the traditional L10-

ordered nanolayers. 

It is remarkable that all three samples showed 

identical superstructure stabilities in the inner 

volumes not affected by the surface induced 

phenomena. This, in turn, was a consequence of the 

discontinuous character of those phenomena resulting 

in sharp APBs separating the inner and surface areas 

of the samples.  

All the above effects were reflected by the character 

of the ordering of the initially disordered samples.  

After long time annealing at �/�� 	= 	0.95 all the 

samples showed well developed L10 atomic long-

range order. According to the surface energy 

relationships described above, the particular free 
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surface geometries determined the L10 variants 

developing in the samples. Consequently, an almost 

purely a-L10-variant superstructure (defected by 

antiphase boundaries) was observed in the nanowire, 

and a mosaic of a- and b-variant domains was 

generated in the nanolayer (Figure 10). No definite 

selection of the L10-variants in the nanocube 

resulted, in turn, in almost monovariant LRO in the 

inner part (the particular L10-variant selected at 

random) and a quite high contribution of other L10 

variants close to the surface. The latter was inevitable 

due to the variant winning inside the cube being 

always unfavourable for two surfaces. The study of 

ordering kinetics in the nanocube showed definite, 

though slow, homogenization of the L10 

superstucture inside the sample – the process 

obviously driven by the reduction of the APB 

density.  

As revealed by the analysis of  MC-time dependence 

of the values of the 2D correlation parameters  .�!/01# 
(Equation 4) in the initially disordered nanocube, the 

A1→L10 transformation was initiated at the free 

surfaces (Figure 16) – the result confirming the 

finding of Mueller et al. [11]. 

Studies aiming at the elucidation of the effect in 

terms of the energetics of the simulated system are 

currently being carried out. At the present stage, two 

factors are considered: In view of the discontinuous 

character of the A1→L10 transformation, creation of 

an ordered domain in the disordered matrix of FePt 

means the generation of a sharp A1/L10 boundary 

which reduces the system configurational energy 

gain due to ordering. It is expected that the above 

effect is reduced if the L10 domains are created at the 

surface and the effective A1/L10 boundary area is 

reduced. Another effect which should be taken into 

account is the vacancy formation energy in FePt. 

This is markedly lower at the surface than in the 

inner part of a sample. This may prolong the average 

residence time of the vacancy in the surface parts of 

the sample and consequently accelerate the chemical 

ordering occurring via vacancy-mediated atomic 

jumps. 

The detailed analysis of chemical ordering in terms 

of the stability of particular L10 superstructure 

variants in particular nanostructure geometries 

considerably improves the understanding of the 

effect of nanostructurization on this phenomenon. 

Except for the observation of percolation effects in 

the ‘thin’ samples, the rigid lattice approach showed 

no significant size effect on the simulated 

phenomena. The surface nucleation and growth of 

domains of the favourable L10 variants – being the 

basic observed phenomenon – was entirely surface 

controlled. As previously shown [18,21] the resulting 

energy gain of the system originated exclusively 

from the reorientation of the monatomic planes 

within the surface row of the L10 supercells and the 

further domain growth inward the sample volume 

proceeded with extremely low driving force resulting 

in a specific fluctuating kinetics. Consequently, the 

effective rate of the growth did not depend on the 

sample thickness. This affected only the time the 

growing domains needed to percolate across the 

entire samples. 

The results obtained in the present work cannot be 

useful without a critical survey of the assumptions 

and approximations applied in the study: 

• Use of the rigid lattice MC simulations as 

the main tool for the presented study 

definitely excluded any insight into the 

details of surface reconstruction involving 

modifications/deformations of the 

crystalline structure. The simulated samples 

were definitely limited by flat (100)-type 

surfaces and no atomic jumps beyond these 

surfaces were possible. This also excluded 

any surface roughening – e.g. by the 

formation of adatoms, terraces etc.     

• No specific surface potentials were 

implemented in the simulations. The 

effective configurational energy of the free 

surfaces resulted exclusively from breaking 

the nn and nnn atomic pair-interactions 

evaluated for the bulk FePt.  

It is known that off-lattice MC or MD simulations of 

surface limited systems modelled with embedded 

atom potentials or with an ab initio calculation might 

reveal some spatial relaxation at, and very near, the 

surface or any interface, If large enough, this might 

lead to local segregation of the components near the 

surface or interface and change the stability of the 

local structures. As remarked earlier, the FePt 

nanolayer was simulated by means  of such 

techniques [20,21] and the results showed a good 

agreement with the rigid-lattice ones. It should, 

however, be admitted that new effects might appear 

in the case of the nanowires and nanocubes – 

especially in the size effect area. Despite the above 

remarks, the methodology applied in the present 

work finds justification due to: (i) the experimental 

confirmation of the basic effects (i.e. surface induced 

nucleation and growth of the domains of favourable 

L10-variants) presumed by the “rigid lattice” MC 

simulations and (ii) the  fact that, in spite of the 

possible shortcomings, it was the only possible 

approach making it possible to cover sufficiently 

long time scale of the process with a reasonable CPU 

time.  

Nevertheless, further studies covering diversely 

shaped FePt nanoparticles modelled with continuous 

two- and many-body potentials are presumed in the 

future. 
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Figures with captions 

Figure_1.tif 

 

Figure 1 Scheme of the L10 superstructure of FePt: () Fe atoms, () Pt atoms. The (100), (010) and 

(001) orientations of the sequences of alternate Fe and Pt monatomic planes define the a-, b- and c-

variants of the L10 superstructure.  
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Figure_table1a 

 

Figure_table1b 

 

Figure_table1c 

 

The above figures are inserted in Table 1 
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(001)-oriented free surface 

Initial configuration: 𝜂𝑎 = 𝜂𝑏 = 0, 𝜂𝑐 = 1 
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Figure 2 Atomic configurations in the ‘thick’ samples initially ordered in the c-L10 variant and 

annealed for 1010 MC steps at  𝑇/𝑇𝑇 = 0.95. Black and white dots represent Fe and Pt atoms, 

respectively. For the sake of better legibility of the pictures only quarters of the sample  cross sections 

and surfaces. 
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Figure_3.tiff 

 

Figure 3 Profiles of 𝜌𝑐
(001)

 calculated in the consecutive (001) planes in the nanocube annealed for 1010 

MC steps at:  𝑇/𝑇𝑇 = 0.76 (), 𝑇/𝑇𝑇 = 0.83 (),  𝑇/𝑇𝑇 = 0.89 () and  𝑇/𝑇𝑇 = 0.95 (). 

 

Figure_4.tiff 

 

Figure 4 Temperature dependence of the growing domain penetration depth PD in the simulated FePt 

nanostructures: ‘thick’ () and ‘thin’ () nanolayer; ‘thick’ () and ‘thin’ () nanowire;  ‘thick’ 

() and ‘thin’ () nanocube. 
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nanolayer nanowire nanocube 

Figure_5_a.tiff 

 

Figure_5_b.tiff 

 

Figure_5_c.tiff 

 

 

Figure 5 Atomic configurations of the (100) cross sections of the ‘thin’ samples initially ordered in the 

c-L10 variant and annealed for 1010 MC steps at  𝑇/𝑇𝑇 = 0.95. Black and white dots represent Fe and 

Pt atoms, respectively. 
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Figure 6 Temperature dependences of the  values of 𝜂𝑐 in the inner part of the ‘thick’ nanolayer (), 

‘thick’ nanowire () and ‘thick’ nanocube () after 1010 MC steps. 
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Figure_7.tiff 

 

Figure 7 Temperature dependence of the L10-variant volume fractions  𝛾𝑥  in a single sample of the 

‘thick’ nanowire. Inner part: 𝛾𝑎 (), 𝛾𝑏 (), 𝛾𝑐 (); layer adjacent to the (010) surface: 𝛾𝑎 (),𝛾𝑏 

(), 𝛾𝑐 (); layer adjacent to the (001) surface: 𝛾𝑎 (),𝛾𝑏 (), 𝛾𝑐 (); [100] oriented edge area: 𝛾𝑎 

(), 𝛾𝑏 (), 𝛾𝑐 (). 
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Figure 8  Temperature dependence of the L10-variant volume fractions  𝛾𝑥  calculated for the entire 

sample volume. 𝛾𝑎: ()-nanolayer, ()-nanowire, ()-nanocube; , 𝛾𝑏: ()-nanolayer, ()-nanowire, 

()-nanocube; 𝛾𝑐: ()-nanolayer, ()-nanowire, ()-nanocube. 
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Figure_9.tiff 

 

Figure 9 L10-variant domain structures of the (001) surfaces of the examined FePt nanostructures after 

1010 MC steps at  𝑇/𝑇𝑇  =  0.95: 𝛾𝑎 (,); 𝛾𝑏 (,); 𝛾𝑐 (,). Solid and open symbols correspond 

to the ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ samples, respectively. The values of 𝛾𝑥 were obtained by single simulation 

runs. 
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After 1010 MC steps at 𝑇/𝑇𝑇  =  0.95 
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Figure 10  Atomic configurations in initially disordered ‘thick’ samples annealed for 1010 MC steps at 

𝑇/𝑇𝑇  =  0.95. Black and white dots represent Fe and Pt atoms, respectively. For the sake of better 

legibility of the pictures only quarters of the sample  cross sections and surfaces are displayed. 

 

Figure_table_5.tiff         Figure inserted in Table 5 
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Figure 11 L10-variant volume fractions  𝛾𝑥 against the consecutive shell numbers in the initially 

disordered ‘thick’ FePt nanolayer (a), nanowire (b) and nanocube (c) annealed for 1010 MC steps at 

𝑇/𝑇𝑇  =  0.95.  𝛾𝑎: ()-single sample, ()-averaged; 𝛾𝑏: ()-single sample, ()-averaged; 𝛾𝑐: ()-

single sample, ()-averaged. 
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Figure 12   L10-variant volume fractions  𝛾𝑥 against consecutive shell numbers and MC time in 

initially disordered single ‘thick’ FePt nanocube:  ()𝛾𝑎;  ()𝛾𝑏; ()𝛾𝑐. 
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Figure 13 L10-variant volume fractions  𝛾𝑥  against consecutive shell numbers in initially disordered 

‘thick’ FePt nanocube. Data averaged over 30 independent simulation runs: ()𝛾𝑎;  ()𝛾𝒃; ()𝛾𝑐 
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Figure_14.tiff 

 

Figure 14 L10-variant domain structures of the entire surfaces of the initially disordered FePt 

nanostructures after 1010 MC steps at  𝑇/𝑇𝑇  =  0.95: 𝛾𝑎 (,); 𝛾𝑏 (,); 𝛾𝑐 (,). Solid and open 

symbols correspond to the ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ samples, respectively. The values of 𝛾𝑥 were obtained by 

single simulation runs. 
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Figure 15 [010]-oriented ‘chimney’: area for the calculation of 𝜌𝛼
(010)

 traced in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16   𝜌𝑏
(010)

 in initially disordered single FePt nanocube against the numbers of consecutive 

(010)-planes in the [010]-oriented ‘chimney’ shown in Figure 15. () 104 MC steps, () 105 MC 

steps, () 5105 MC steps, () 106 MC steps, () 107 MC steps. 
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